Abstract: The long-term transition towards a low-carbon transport sector is a key strategy in Europe. This includes the replacement of fossil fuels, modal shifts towards public transport as well as higher energy efficiency in the transport sector overall. While these energy savings are likely to reduce the direct greenhouse gas emissions of transport, they also require the production of new and different vehicles. This study analyses in detail whether final energy savings in the transport sector also induce savings for material resources from nature if the production of future vehicles is considered. The results for 28 member states in 2030 indicate that energy efficiency in the transport sector leads to lower carbon emissions as well as resource use savings. However, energy-efficient transport sectors can have a significant impact on the demand for metals in Europe. An additional annual demand for 28.4 Mt of metal ores was calculated from the personal transport sector in 2030 alone. The additional metal ores from semiprecious metals (e.g., copper) amount to 12.0 Mt, from precious metals (e.g., gold) to 9.1 Mt and from other metals (e.g., lithium) to 11.7 Mt, with small savings for ferrous metal ores (−4.6 Mt).
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1. Introduction

The transport sector in Europe is responsible for one quarter of the region’s greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. A transition towards low-carbon transport alone would enable a 60% reduction until 2050 compared to 1990 [1]. Existing policies work towards this goal. They promote, for example, low- and zero-emission vehicles or a switch to alternative energy for transport.

From a technical point of view, this translates into fewer and other vehicles (modal shift). These vehicles are either more fuel efficient or powered by alternative sources of mechanical energy. While these steps help to reduce the direct GHG emissions in Europe, there are some indications for additional indirect emissions (e.g., from electricity supply and battery production) as well as unintended side or rebound effects from this transition strategy. The study at hand intends to shed light on some of these effects and to assess their criticality in regard to future material use in Europe and abroad.

One major concern of researchers is the additional indirect GHG emissions from non-operational infrastructures, fuel provision and vehicle manufacture. Chester and Horvath (2009), for example, found that GHG emissions and energy use are influenced by non-operational aspects. The overall GHG emissions are 1.4–1.6 times higher for road transport and 1.8 to 2.5 times higher for rail transport in the US [2]. Renewable electricity and lower material intensities of transport infrastructure and manufacturing could reduce GHG emissions and emissions from air pollutants such as SO$_2$ and NO$_x$. Other authors (Williams et al., 2012) emphasize that low carbon transitions require a logical
deployment sequence in order to be successful. Energy efficiency is followed by decarbonization of energy supply and the electrification of fossil energy use [3].

These findings go hand in hand with research on effects from the production of electrified vehicles and their infrastructure. A recent study on behalf of the European Environment Agency [4] analyzed the interactions of electric vehicles and the power sector in Europe. The authors quantified the net emissions from an increased number of electric vehicles. They conclude that with an increased share of electric vehicles, the electricity demand of these cars becomes a relevant factor in the energy system. The positive GHG effects are partially offset by the additional demand.

The affected systems and impacts of low-carbon mobility are widely discussed in the literature. Bohnes et al. (2017), for example, found that environmental burden shifting can take place if electric vehicles are deployed to a large degree. The electrification of passenger transport can also have unintended side effects in cold countries. Additional energy for car heating might be required, as vehicles with an internal combustion engine are more energy-efficient in this regard [5]. It is also possible that direct and indirect price effects lead to a rebound effect from a microeconomic point of view. Vivanco et al. (2014) analyzed the price elasticity of transport demand and marginal consumption models. They showed that some technologies for electric vehicles can lead to partial or over-compensation for some environmental impacts [6].

In regard to natural resources, raw materials and the economic effects of low-carbon transport, several studies focus on metals (e.g., lithium). Tagliaferri et al. (2016) analyzed the environmental impacts of conventional and electric vehicles in a cradle-to-grave life-cycle assessment (LCA) [7]. They found that higher toxicology impacts for electric vehicles are linked to the use of precious metals and chemicals in the battery-manufacturing phase (GHG emissions and abiotic depletion are reduced with the help of battery electric vehicles, but are more influential during the production phase). Olivetti et al. (2017) put their research focus on the future material requirement for lithium-ion batteries. They conclude that manganese and nickel supply is sufficient to meet these requirements [8]. For lithium itself, it is not the quantity of reserves that poses a challenge, but the slow increase in production compared to the high increase in demand. The authors are confident that this is only a bottleneck in the short term. Another potential bottleneck is the material requirement for cobalt. The mining and refining of cobalt is currently highly concentrated in certain regions (Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) and China).

The metal availability for future low-carbon transport also depends on similar transitions in other sectors. In this context, several studies analyzed the future demand of metals such as lithium or neodymium [9–13]. It is assumed that these issues can be overcome with an upscaling in metal production. However, there is a need for further analysis of the trade-off between reducing GHG emissions on the one hand and the additional material demand from technologies towards electrification.

The authors of this study follow up on this question by analyzing the results of a multiple-impact analysis of future energy efficiency improvement actions in Europe in 2030 (Calculating and Operationalizing the Multiple Benefits of Energy Efficiency in Europe (COMBI)). With respect to the transport sector, it is investigated whether future transport systems require additional metal ores to be produced and which metals might be needed in particular. Are we required to trade metals for fuels?

The consequences of such a trade could affect different aspects of more sustainable economies. Further increasing the extraction rates of metals would increase the associated environmental burden itself and the burden shift towards developing countries (which often provide the metal ores). Bottlenecks in particular could amplify these effects, as metal costs increase and less favorable reserves (lower ore grades) are tapped in order to meet the demand. This could, in turn, lessen the positive effect of many sustainable policies on a global scale. However, it could also be an additional incentive for countries to promote higher material efficiency and material recovery rates in their economies (including the development of cost-effective recycling technologies).
The study is subdivided into 6 sections. The introduction in Section 1 is followed by a description of the scope of the study in Section 2. Section 3 covers impact-indicators, methods, data, models and limitations. Section 4 describes the results and Section 5 discusses the implications for metal demand and supply. Section 6 concludes the study with an aggregation of the findings and the need for future research.

2. Scope

The core results in this paper are part of the Horizon 2020-project COMBI. COMBI aims at calculating the energy and non-energy impacts of 21 energy efficiency improvement (EEIs) in the 28 European Union members (EU-28) in 2030. The analyzed impacts cover the areas of air pollution, social welfare, macro economy, energy systems/security and resources (further information such as reports and a tool to visualize the effects, can be found at https://combi-project.eu or [14–16]). They are calculated from a snapshot view. The final energy use in 2030 after implementing EEIs is compared to its equivalent without these measures. The base-case scenario includes activities that are already in motion (extrapolated towards 2030).

For resources, the authors created several bottom-up models to quantify the annual net impacts in terms of raw material extraction and greenhouse gas emissions. These models cover the so-called use-phase of all 21 actions in five sectors. The use-phase represents the difference in resource impacts from two different scenarios: base-case and energy-efficiency. They are based on final energy savings, but also the necessary material and energy flows to provide the energy services. This includes, for example, the construction of power plants and grids for electricity in the member states (see pp. 37–54 in [17]). The calculation method uses the input data (final energy per energy carrier and EEI) and relates this energy consumption to the material and energy flows necessary to provide the energy service. The differences in the flows of both scenarios are then used to calculate the resource impacts (see also section on methods).

In addition to the net effects during the use-phase, several actions were also considered in the context of their production-phase. The production-phase represents the material and energy flows that stem from differences in the product stocks and product types. For passenger and freight transport, production-phase models consider the production of cars, busses, duty trucks and trains (see pp. 55–63 in [17]).

This study focuses on EEIs in the transport sector, which were modeled by the University of Antwerp (see [18,19] for further details). For passenger transport, a modal shift (action 9), future car (action 11) and bus stocks (action 12) were considered. The freight transport activities cover a modal shift (action 13), light duty trucks (action 14) and heavy-duty trucks (action 15). Table 1 shows the list of actions considered, as well as the resulting differences in the final energy use between base-case and EEI scenarios in 2030.

Table 1. List of energy efficiency improvements (EEIs) in the transport sector considered for the study at hand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions a (EEIs)</th>
<th>Final Energy Saving in EU-28 in 2030 (Baseline vs. EEI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9—Transport (passenger) modal shift</td>
<td>40 TWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11—Transport (passenger) cars</td>
<td>284 TWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12—Transport (passenger) public road/bus transport</td>
<td>3 TWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13—Transport (freight) modal shift</td>
<td>90 TWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actions a (EEIs)</th>
<th>Final Energy Saving in EU-28 in 2030 (Baseline vs. EEI)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14—Transport (freight) light duty truck</td>
<td>13 TWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15—Transport (freight) heavy duty trucks b</td>
<td>32 TWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total c (Actions 9,11,12,13,14,15)</td>
<td>460 TWh (rounded value)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Calculating and Operationalizing the Multiple Benefits of Energy Efficiency in Europe (COMBI) input data [18,19] based on the models: PRIMES [20]; JRC TIMES [21]; TREMOVE [22]; iTREN [23]; ASTRA-EC [24]; SULTAN [25]. a The numbering of actions might deviate from other COMBI sources, because it has been changed over the course of the project; all numberings in this paper refer to this table. b There are no differences in the product stocks for action 15 in the COMBI input data (the same types of heavy duty trucks are produced in both scenarios). However, changes in the overall amount of heavy duty trucks are also reflected in the data on modal shift. c The “missing” action 10 considers energy savings from passenger transport with two-wheelers. As the production of two-wheelers could not be incorporated into a production phase model, it is omitted from the selection of actions for impact quantification (use phase and production phase).

The actions themselves can be differentiated into measures towards structural changes in the mode of transport (modal shift in actions 9 and 13) and changes in the transport systems (road transport in actions 11,12,14,15) [18,19]. Modal shifts in the personal transport sector include a shift towards public transport and to non-motorized transport (cycling, walking). For freight transport, a shift towards rail and waterborne transport is assumed. The actions for road transport address changes in drive train technologies (fewer conventional vehicles with an internal combustion engine). They also cover higher fuel efficiency (eco-driving, increased occupancy levels/load factors, higher fuel efficiency for vehicles) and the use of “green” fuels (more environmentally friendly). Avoiding or reducing the number of trips or trip lengths is not considered.

The two modal-shift EEIs represent growth rates for the different modes of transport (all vehicles including walking and cycling). They are based on PRIMES data. While activity levels (e.g., passenger-km) change between 2015 (base year) and 2030 (both scenarios), they are not different between both scenarios. The same holds true for occupancy levels and loading factors. All of these parameters would affect energy consumption and thus distort the direct impacts of EEIs.

The vehicle-specific EEIs rely on fuel-efficiency improvements and changes in drive-train technologies. Fuel efficiency and fuel share values are based on EU scenarios and models (TIMES by the Joint Research Centre), TREMOVE, iTREN, ASTRA-EC and SULTAN). Changes in the vehicle stocks are based on country-specific shares for all different technologies. They are modeled according to annual new sales for each drive-train technology and transportation mode. Basis for the stock-model are JRC TIMES, TREMOVE, iTREN, ASTRA-EC and SULTAN as well.

The quantified net impacts (see methodology) originate in the EU (see Figure 1). Measures within European countries are the source for a reduction of the country-specific energy consumption. The impacts of providing the energy services and producing necessary technologies are not restricted to the European borders (with exception of direct GHG emissions). Because many energy services require materials from outside of the EU, final energy savings also affect material extraction and emissions on a global scale.
3. Methodology

The quantification required the definition of resource impacts, the selection of methods and the generation of models. A thorough description can be found on the COMBI website (see scope). It contains a literature review [26] as well as a report on methodology (see pp. 14–36 in [17]) and results (see pp. 64–91 in [17]).

3.1. Impact Indicators for Natural Resources

There are several definitions of natural resources and their sustainable use. Most definitions revolve around the usefulness of resources to humans. It is also commonly agreed upon that their depletion affects the environment as well as the needs of future generations. According to the Flagship Initiative under the Europe 2020 Strategy, natural “resources underpin the functioning of the European and global economy and our quality of life. These resources include raw materials such as fuels, minerals and metals but also food, soil, water, air, biomass and ecosystems” [27].

The study at hand restricts natural resource use to raw materials (in tons) and GHG emissions (in tons of CO₂ equivalents or CO2e). The wide variety of environmental and economic effects of resource use cannot be merged into a single indicator [28]. However, the extraction of raw materials on the input side of the techno sphere allow for a rough estimation of resource use effects. Less use of material resources is likely to be accompanied by less pressure on soil, water and ecosystems. A lower global warming potential also indicates a lower environmental footprint in most cases. Functioning as a proxy for a much more complex issue, both impact categories are strongly linked to the EEIs. A more detailed description of advantages and limitations of material flow accounting (MFA) and similar methods (e.g., primary energy demand) can be found in the literature [29–32].

Other potential impact-indicators have been omitted for various reasons. First, any resource indicator for COMBI needed to be applicable to single EEIs within countries and the sum of all EEIs in a country. Second, any resource indicator should have no direct relation to other impacts in the study on multiple benefits of energy efficiency in order to avoid double counting. Third, resource indicators should be able to cover mining aspects as well as biotic raw materials.

Methods based on multi-criteria analysis were ruled out, because they are either non-quantitative assessments or rely on weighting by experts. Energy-related resource indicators were not used for
risk of double counting. Methods based on input-output tables on the other hand (e.g., economy-wide material flow accounting) were ruled out due to their high level of aggregation. Many suitable LCA impact categories for resource depletion (such as abiotic depletion potential) are restricted to a selected group of materials and do not cover the mining process or raw materials without economic use. However, future assessments of multiple impacts might benefit from the current work of the task force on natural resources. This expert group is expected to classify and evaluate several resource indicators and relate them to their area of protection (see [33] for present findings).

Table 2 lists the impact indicators. The indicator \( d_{GHG} \) refers to the GHG emissions from both scenarios, caused by the combustion of fossil fuels in the transport sector. It is restricted to the use phase of EEIs and the direct consumption of energy carriers. The carbon footprint also includes the life-cycle wide, but annual GHG emissions from energy services and the production of vehicles (use and production phase). It refers to globally induced GHG emissions.

Table 2. Impact indicators for EEIs in the European transport sector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact Indicators [Unit]</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material Footprint [tons]</td>
<td>Biotic and abiotic raw materials from used extraction in use- and production-phases&lt;br&gt;unused extraction of biotic and abiotic materials without economic use in use- and production-phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biotic Raw Materials [tons]</td>
<td>Biotic raw material demand from used extraction in use- and production-phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abiotic Raw Materials [tons]</td>
<td>Fossil fuel demand from used extraction in use- and production-phases&lt;br&gt;Metal ore demand from used extraction in use- and production-phases&lt;br&gt;Mineral demand from used extraction in use- and production-phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon Footprint [tons]</td>
<td>Global Warming Potential (GWP 100a) within and outside of Europe in use- and production-phases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( d_{GHG} ) [tons]</td>
<td>Global Warming Potential (GWP 100a) from fossil fuel combustion in Europe in use-phase</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [17].

The material footprint (in kg or tons) includes the life-cycle wide amount of extracted raw materials. These materials are either put to an economic use (used extraction) or not (unused extraction from e.g., excavation). It can be further divided into abiotic raw material demands for fossil fuels, minerals and metal ores. This includes for example ore waste after processing as well as the biotic raw material demand. The material footprint is a sum-indicator of material accounting. It adds up the life-cycle wide inputs of specific materials and connects them to their natural occurrence (e.g., in form of a ore) as well as any additional material needed for their provision:

\[
\text{Material Footprint (MF)} = \text{Fossil Fuel Demand} + \text{Metal Ore Demand} + \text{Mineral Demand} + \text{Biotic Raw Material Demand} + \text{Unused Extraction}
\] (1)

The final results or net effects are quantified as the difference between both scenarios (see 3.4 models) with help of characterization factors (e.g., the fossil fuel demand of electricity from soft coal in a certain country). This means that sub-impacts can partially compensate each other, such as trading fossil fuels for metal ores.

3.2. Methods

Impact indicators refer to different base-lines throughout EU member states or European markets. Energy-efficiency improvements take place in the same spatial and temporal boundaries. The methods for calculation are based on the material flow accounting and life-cycle assessment methodology.
A additional advantage of these two methods lies in their compatibility. All impacts can be calculated by using characterization factors in the same models from the same input and generic data.

For material footprint the material-input-per-service (MIPS) is chosen (see also [29,34–36]). The necessary impact factors (raw material extraction and unused extraction from nature) are mostly based on Wiesen et al. (2014) [37]. Additional factors are found in an expertise on behalf of the German Environment Agency [38].

The carbon footprint represents the Global Warming Potential for 100 years (GWP 100a) by the International Panel on Climate Change [39]. Direct GHG emissions are calculated by multiplying the direct fossil fuel use in both scenarios with their characterization for GWP 100a. Emission factors stem from a guideline for GHG monitoring by the European Commission [40]. Renewable energy carriers have no direct emissions (dGHG), but can have global GHG emissions for provision and utilization.

Apart from these direct emissions, all impact indicators cover the life cycle phase from extraction to production or cradle-to-gate over the lifetime. They represent a current set of technologies for energy supply and, in case of EE’s during the production-phase, for average vehicles and lighting systems in Europe. The functional unit is 1 MWh of net energy or 1000 products.

The phase of decomposition or end-of-life (EoL) is excluded from the analysis. Including the EoL stage would have required data or assumptions for at least the state-of-art, costs and capacities of utilization technologies. It would also require reliable information on secondary material prices and regulatory requirements.

The use-phase, on the other hand, is directly represented by the final energy use in the input data.

3.3. Data

The following data is included in the COMBI input data (not all of which were used to model EEI’s in the transport sector):

- Final energy use per energy carrier, EEI and country
- Gross energy production in 2030 per country (aggregated data based on PRIMES);
- Stocks of cars, busses, duty trucks, lighting systems per EEI (if relevant) and country;
- Share of ambient heat sources per country;
- V-% of blend for biofuels in 2030;
- loading factors for freight transport vehicles;
- number of lighting points per building in residential and non-residential buildings;
- lighting efficiency of lighting types.

The upstream material and energy flows, including parameters for energy conversion, stem from the Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) database ecoinvent in version 3.1 (The first models were generated as early as 2015. At this point, only ecoinvent 3.1. data was available for the calculation of impact factors for resource use.). Additional data was drawn from EUROSTAT and literature (see section on models).

3.4. Models

The researcher chose a static bottom-up model approach in light of the project’s restrictions. Those restrictions required the compilation of input data during impact quantification. The input data itself focused on the effects of energy-efficiency improvements alone. Many surrounding systems were assumed to be the same between scenarios. Dynamic modelling (e.g., feedback loops between sectors) was therefore not possible. The models also exclude the export and imports of energy or products. Each model consists of a set of characterization factors for a country, a region, Europe or one type of product. These factors are then multiplied with the final energy use per energy carrier in the input data or the amount of product type stocks in both scenarios.

The basis for the electricity model is a top-down disaggregation of the gross electricity production in Europe in 2030 (generated within the PRIMES model). The electricity supply by power plants and
grids is then further disaggregated bottom-up. Each country is represented by one characterization factor for each impact indicator. However, power plants are, in many cases, representatives of a European region rather than a European country. The same holds true for electric grids, which represent a European average. Additional data stems from ecoinvent 3.1. [41], Eurostat [42], the PRIS database on nuclear reactors [43], wind energy statistics [44], solar power statistics [45] as well as a study on hydropower in Europe [46].

The (transport) fuel model is somewhat simpler, as there are not many differences between European countries in terms of fuel production. This led to the compilation of a European model for fuel provision. Each of the 8 different fuel types in the input data is represented by one average characterization factor for each impact indicator. Additional data for model generation was drawn from ecoinvent 3.1, the JRC well-to-tank/well-to-wheel analysis [47] and the SULTAN model on biofuel substitution of the future [48]. Feedstock data stems a study on biofuel sustainability [49] and information on the natural gas supply in Europe [50].

Additional models were required to represent the production of vehicles in the European market. The COMBI input data provides information on the stocks of 14 different car types (with 3 different sizes each) in both scenarios. A recent study provided the LCIs of 8 different car types [51], which had to be matched to that input data and scaled according to three different sizes (see Tables 3 and 4). The LCI data in [51] is based on several LCAs of vehicles [52–55]. In light of these sources, data on the car body and to lesser extent electrical engines might be outdated.

Additional characterization factors were generated for light-duty trucks (based on the car data), busses (based on a MAN Lion’s City M in [56]) and heavy-duty trucks (based on the ecoinvent 3.1. process “production of lorry, 28 tons”). Trains were modeled according to ecoinvent data as well (“goods wagon production” and “locomotive production” for the Rest-of-Europe). All data on vehicles for freight transport was scaled to the country-specific COMBI input data on average load factors (see supplementary materials for detailed information).

Table 3. Matching of drivetrains in the COMBI input data with data from a project on “key technologies for electro mobility” (STROM).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Passenger Car Type in COMBI</th>
<th>Used Drive Train Based on STROM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Internal combustion engine (ICE) gasoline baseline</td>
<td>ICE gasoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE gasoline advanced</td>
<td>ICE gasoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE diesel baseline</td>
<td>ICE diesel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE diesel advanced</td>
<td>ICE diesel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) retrofit</td>
<td>ICE CNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE compressed natural gas (CNG) retrofit</td>
<td>ICE CNG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE ethanol</td>
<td>ICE gasoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICE hydrogen</td>
<td>ICE gasoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) gasoline</td>
<td>Hybrid gasoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEV diesel</td>
<td>Hybrid gasoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plug-in Hybrid (PHEV) gasoline</td>
<td>Plug-In Hybrid gasoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plug-in Hybrid (PHEV) diesel</td>
<td>Plug-in Hybrid gasoline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery electric vehicle (BEV)</td>
<td>Battery electric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel cell (FC) hydrogen</td>
<td>Fuel cell electric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: [17] based on [51].

Table 4. Scaling of vehicle weight for personal transport.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Weight Class</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Lifetime</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passenger Car</td>
<td>Small</td>
<td>1200 kg</td>
<td>12 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>1600 kg</td>
<td>12 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>2000 kg</td>
<td>12 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus</td>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>11,000 kg</td>
<td>13 years</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own compilation.
3.5. **Limitations**

The chosen approach as well as data availability and matching to the input data resulted in numerous simplifications, assumptions and cut-offs for the models (see Table 5).

**Table 5. Key assumptions and cut-offs of models in the study.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Key Assumptions</th>
<th>Cut-Off</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Electricity Supply-Use Phase | • All countries use the same network specific (per unit of energy) length and technology for their electrical grid  
   • Power plan technologies of single countries may represent countries within one market  
   • One European process was used to process natural gas into heat and electricity  
   • Country-specific processes do not include upstreams for waste provision, therefore an appropriate process for Switzerland was used for all countries | • Imports and exports of electricity in Europe or between Europe and Rest-of-World  
   • No SF₆ for switching gear                                                                 |
| Fuel Supply-Use Phase      | • EU-28 average for fuel provision  
   • Direct CO₂ emission factors for each fuel are average in Europe (assuming total combustion)  
   • Share of biofuel in biofuel blends is the same throughout Europe | • No bioethanol from wheat, barley, triticale, wine, cassava  
   • No biodiesel from sunflower, tallow  
   • No natural gas from Turkey, Poland, Romania |
| Passenger Vehicles-Production Phase | • One product represents one vehicle type in EU-28  
   • Small, medium, large vehicles are scaled by mass  
   • Standard and advanced cars with internal combustion engine share the same production recipes  
   • Vehicle types differ by types of drive train, not auto body (glider) | |
| Freight Vehicles-Production Phase | • Light-duty trucks based on large car types in passenger transport model  
   • Heavy duty trucks only represented by one type with different loading capacities per country  
   • Trains represented by one type with different loading capacities per country | • Different production mix for heavy duty trucks in efficiency and base-case scenario (only stock differences by modal shift relate to impacts) |

The researchers used current production recipes to generate models of a future use of resources. They neglected potential higher rates of secondary materials in the European economies in the future. This results in the following major limitations in regard to the study itself and their use in another context:

- the generated characterization factors are not a robust basis for a comparison of impacts between countries or technologies by themselves;
- the resulting impact indicators (e.g., net material footprint) depend on the size of final energy use in both scenarios as well as product stocks and the assumption on the share of certain energy carriers (e.g., electricity from soft coal in 2030);
- differences in the LCIs within one product type (e.g., for different battery electric vehicles) can be larger than differences between average product types;
- static bottom-up models cannot account for the fact that changes in the product stocks and final energy use are likely to have an impact on the systems (e.g., the electricity system) themselves as well as extraction and recycling rates of material in an economy.

Other (minor) limitations are inherent to LCA and MFA methods in general (e.g., uncertainty from actuality of data and the use of generic process data), but would also affect other models.
4. Results

The energy efficiency improvements in the transport sector scenarios result in final energy savings in the European Union of 460 TWh in 2030. This results in savings for the overall material demand (material footprint) of 67 Mt (56 Mt for passenger transport alone); 52 Mt stem from a lower raw material demand for fossil fuels; and 12 Mt from a lower demand for materials from unused extraction. There is also the possibility for a small negative trade-off for the extraction of biotic materials. Changes in the provision of final energy lead to an additional demand of 0.4 Mt of biotic raw materials in the use phase. On the emission side, greenhouse gas emissions of 159 Mt CO2e could be saved globally. 135 Mt CO2e could be saved directly from a lower combustion of fossil fuels within the EU.

4.1. Use vs. Production in the European Union (EU)

The changes in the production systems for vehicles attributes to additional global Carbon Footprint savings. 8 Mt CO2e are not emitted globally, resulting in a net carbon footprint of 168 Mt CO2e. However, additional 12 Mt of material have to be extracted during this production phase, decreasing the net material footprint down to 54 Mt. While additional savings could be realized for minerals (1.2 Mt of savings), fossil fuels (1.1 Mt of savings) and materials from unused extraction (5 Mt of savings), the extra demand for 19.9 Mt of metal ores is largely responsible for this effect (see Figure 2). There is also evidence that these transitions lead to an additional demand for biotic raw materials: additional demands of 0.4 Mt are required during use with a net effect of 0.33 Mt.

4.2. Material Demand for Modal Shift and Differences in Vehicle Types

The modal shift improvements (action 9 and 13) have a rather small effect on the material requirements of the use-phase. Additional 0.7 Mt are required in the personal transport sector, while 1.2 Mt are saved in the freight transport sector. The overall smaller product stocks from modal shift

![Figure 2. Gross and net impacts of resource impacts in the transport sector (negative values indicate savings). By calculating the differences between both scenarios, single sub-impacts (e.g., metal ores) can be higher than the sum of all sub-impacts combined (see also Section 3.1).](image)
rather affect the production-phase. The study found additional savings of 53 Mt for personal transport and 61 Mt for freight transport.

Changes from differences in the produced vehicle stocks (actions 11, 12, 14) are mainly responsible for additional material requirements. For personal transport, 56 Mt are saved during use-phase compared to an extra of 106 Mt during the production phase. Light-duty vehicles on the other hand require an additional 18 Mt during the production-phase, but reduce the material demand during the use-phase by 61 Mt.

Looking at the net effect of both sectors (savings of 54 Mt), personal transport only contributes 7% of the savings.

4.3. Metal Ore and Metal Demand

Metal ores are the only material resources that are required additionally in relevant amounts. While EEIs from freight transport induce metal ore savings of 9.8 Mt, an extra of 28.2 Mt of metal ores are needed to provide energy savings in the passenger transport sector in 2030 (resulting in a net effect of an extra 18.3 Mt).

The following sub-sections focus on the metal demand for cars in the passenger transport sector, as this sector alone is responsible for an additional net metal ore demand of 28.4 Mt.

4.3.1. Differences in Car Types and Stocks

Two actions are responsible for metal ore savings and additional metal ore demand from passenger transport in the scenario. Action 9 compares the car stocks in the reference scenario with reduced car stocks from modal shift. Action 11 is compiled from changes in car stocks towards more fuel-efficient vehicles. The total of both actions results in the total net effect. Large differences can only be found for diesel cars (46 million advanced cars in exchange for 57 million baseline cars) and gasoline cars (64 million advanced cars in exchange for 72 million baseline cars). Fewer than 10 million hybrid cars have to be produced additionally. Stocks for full battery vehicles are even negative: 0.2 million cars do not have to be produced as a net effect (although their share in the production mix is significantly higher compared to a reference scenario).

4.3.2. Metal Ore Demand by Metal Type

Despite low differences in car stocks for non-conventional cars, additional metal ores are required to provide energy savings during the use-phase. According to Table 6, additional 28.4 Mt of metal ores are required with savings only for iron ores (4.6 Mt). The additional metal ores from semiprecious metals amount to 12.0 Mt, from precious metals 9.1 Mt and from other metals 11.7 Mt. While the modal shift effect itself saves up to 20.0 Mt of metal ores, an additional 48.6 Mt are required to produce the cars for action 11.

Table 6. Material and metal ore demand (net effects of actions 9, 11 and 9 + 11; negative values indicate savings).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicators for Metal Ores</th>
<th>Modal Shift for Cars (A 9)</th>
<th>Production of Cars (A 11)</th>
<th>SUM of A 9 &amp; A 11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material Footprint</td>
<td>−55.49 Mt</td>
<td>104.81 Mt</td>
<td>49.33 Mt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused Extraction</td>
<td>−32.49 Mt</td>
<td>53.07 Mt</td>
<td>20.58 Mt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Ores—TOTAL</td>
<td>−20.17 Mt</td>
<td>48.56 Mt</td>
<td>28.39 Mt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Ores—Iron</td>
<td>−4.96 Mt</td>
<td>0.39 Mt</td>
<td>−4.57 Mt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Ores—semiprecious metals</td>
<td>−5.30 Mt</td>
<td>17.29 Mt</td>
<td>11.99 Mt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Ores—precious metals</td>
<td>−1.90 Mt</td>
<td>11.04 Mt</td>
<td>9.14 Mt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Ores—rare earth metals</td>
<td>−0.01 Mt</td>
<td>0.10 Mt</td>
<td>0.08 Mt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Ores—minor &amp; other metals</td>
<td>−8.00 Mt</td>
<td>19.73 Mt</td>
<td>11.74 Mt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.3.3. Direct Metal Input

The production of fuel-efficient cars is the cause of the additional metal ore demand in the scenario. The main drivers for the additional requirement of 48.6 Mt in action 11 are hybrid cars (58.1%), fuel cell cars (39.4%) and plug-in hybrids (38.2%), while the reduction in conventional car stocks saves metal ores of up to 17.8 Mt.

The demand for semi-precious metals (12.0 Mt for both actions) is dominated by copper. Copper ores alone contribute 80.3% of this demand. This corresponds to a direct input of 148,000 tons of copper metal and equals 1.0% of the global copper production in 2012 (but 3.6% of Europe’s demand in 2014 according to [57]).

For precious metals, an additional metal ore demand of 9.1 Mt would be required. The majority (73.1%) stems from gold ores (coupled production). The corresponding annual direct input for gold only amounts to 11.6 tons of gold, which is 0.5% of the global gold production in 2012 [58], and only 0.4% of the mined gold supply in 2015 [59].

The metal ore demand for minor and other metals (11.7 Mt) is driven by the demand for lithium brines (13.0 Mt). Nickel derivate savings of 2.1 Mt only partially compensate for that. The direct input for lithium amounts to 19,550 tons or 103,000 tons of lithium carbonate or LCE (it is assumed that 1 kg of LCE is equal to 0.1895 kg of pure Li), which is roughly 51% of the worldwide lithium production in 2012. While it seems likely that lithium production will increase of the next decades, demand is likely to increase as well, as more and more lithium-dependent applications evolving (see also [60]).

Cobalt and rare-earth elements are both popular research objects in related literature. Unfortunately, the researchers of this study could not quantify robust results for these metals. The uncertainties from data, methodology and the potential technological development were too high.

4.3.4. Metal Ore Demand for Drive Trains

Many factors in the scenario data were kept on the same level for both scenarios in order to focus on EEIs (e.g., energy mix or activity levels). Additionally, modal shift improvements played a crucial role in reducing the overall demand for cars in the personal transport sector. Only replacing current car technologies with future car technologies would, therefore, have a larger impact on the overall metal demand. Using data in this study on the production of medium-sized cars allows for a rough estimation of these effects. Table 7 shows the comparison between the metal ore demand for a petrol car and the additional demand of other drive trains. However, this risk can be mitigated, if metal recovery and material efficiency are improved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Demand</th>
<th>Hybrid, Medium</th>
<th>Fuel Cell, Medium</th>
<th>Battery, Medium</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metal ores (all)</td>
<td>3.1 tons</td>
<td>5.4 tons</td>
<td>6.1 tons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-precious metal ores</td>
<td>1.1 tons</td>
<td>2.0 tons</td>
<td>2.5 tons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precious metal ores</td>
<td>0.8 tons</td>
<td>0.9 tons</td>
<td>1.0 tons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion of Metal Demand and Supply

Table 8 lists the direct metal input results in the study for copper, gold and lithium. It compares them to maximum global production rates in Sverdrup et al. (2017) [58]. Even without considering the uncertainty of the scenario and LCI data, possible technological development as well as higher recycling and more efficient extraction rates, most additional demands for metals are not critical from the perspective of supply.

Trading “metals for fuels” is clearly a possible consequence of low-carbon transport policies, however; in particular, if electrical drive trains (hybrid and battery vehicles) are advocated and lithium remains the most important raw materials for their production. Looking at the literature (e.g., [8,11,61]),
it is likely that the future demand for lithium in electrical vehicles exceeds its current production. These additional supply needs can likely be met by an increase in production (also in regard to a comparable large availability). However, lithium is not only required for future vehicles, but also electronic products, thus further tightening the supply in the future.

Table 8. Net direct input for modal shift and car production in the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>Net Demand (Direct Input) in This Study in 2030 in [Tons/Year]</th>
<th>Current Production in Sverdrup et al. (2017) in 2012 in [Tons/Year]</th>
<th>Maximum Production Rate in Sverdrup et al. (2017) in [Tons/Year]</th>
<th>Share of Net Demand in the Study Compared to Maximum Production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>148,000</td>
<td>16,000,000</td>
<td>28,000,000</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>2600</td>
<td>3200</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium (LCE)</td>
<td>103,166</td>
<td>200,000</td>
<td>350,000</td>
<td>29.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own compilation based on [58].

Koning et al. (2018), for example, analyzed the demand, production and supply of various metals. They looked at four different scenarios for a low-carbon economy in 2050 (not restricted to the transport sector) [11]. The authors found that the high demand for most analyzed metals (such as aluminum) can be met by the known economic reserves (not without further development of mines, however). In opposition, the demand for lithium and copper (among other metals) cannot be met by current reserves. It was calculated that the global annual demand for electricity production, construction works and land vehicles in 2050 amounts to 18 million tons of copper and 414,000 tons of lithium (supplementary material in [11]); 37 million tons of copper and 1.6 million tons of lithium are required, if also other products such as electronics are considered (data stems from the Blue Map electricity supply (BMES) scenario in the study, which not only considers technological development, but also changes in the electricity supply systems with high shares for renewables and nuclear energy).

Another study by Olivetti et al. (2017) looked closely at the future supply chains of lithium-ion batteries [8]. They emphasized that comparing the demand for lithium to its future supply is not sufficient to determine its criticality. Potential bottlenecks are, rather, likely to stem from an imbalance in production of lithium carbonates in comparison to the demand for battery-grade material. Recycling batteries at the end of life might mitigate the challenges in the lithium supply in the long run, but this is currently economically not feasible.

6. Conclusions

This study quantified the annual final energy and GHG emission reductions from low-carbon transport in Europe in 2030. It compared these reductions to the savings and additional requirements for materials and metals in particular. In regard to the research question (metals for fuels?), additional metal ores are required to allow for energy and GHG savings in Europe and worldwide. The net effect from energy-efficiency improvements in freight and personal transport, amount to an additional demand of ca. 18 million tons for metal ores per year (compared to savings of 54 million tons of fossil fuels). In turn, large global GHG savings of more than 168 million tons of CO₂ equivalent and a lower final energy use of 460 TWh are realized. However, the overall material bill is positive: despite negative net effects for metals and biotic materials (0.3 Mt), more than 54 million tons of material would not have to be extracted due to transport modal shift and low-carbon vehicle stocks. This amount is likely to increase, if technological development and recycling lead to better material efficiency.

For metal ores, the negative impact is dominated by EEIs in the personal transport sector. Considering both use and production of vehicles, an extra of 28 million tons of metal ores are required to be extracted in 2030 alone. This demand mainly stems from car production, which is only partially compensated for by their use and a modal shift. The resulting extra annual net demand for metal ores (28.4 million tons) is divided into the following ore types: an extra of 12.0 Mt for semi-precious metals, 9.1 Mt for precious metals, 11.7 Mt for other metals (mainly lithium) and savings of 4.6 Mt for
ferrous metals. The direct input (metal) for copper amounts to 150,000 tons, for lithium carbonates to 103,000 tons, and for gold to 12 tons per annum. With the exception of lithium, none of this demand is deemed crucial on its own or from a low-carbon transport sector alone. Nonetheless, the occurrence of future supply bottlenecks for these metals in particular also depend on the metal ore demand in other areas, as a short literature review showed.

The authors applied a bottom-up approach by calculating the effects of over 20 different energy efficiency actions in different sectors all over Europe and summing these effects up. The models did not account for the fact that recycling rates for metals might increase due to policies for recovery. They also exclude assumptions on technological developments leading to higher material efficiency. Positive synergies can also be created by developing different sectors together, reducing environmental impacts as a consequence (e.g., by power-to-x technologies). Due to the focus on material resources, many environmental effects could not be accounted for. Deep and large structural changes for an energy-efficient Europe might harm water resources, induce land-use change, decrease biodiversity as well as generate additional waste or emit additional harmful substances into water, air and land. It is up to further research to determine whether all of these effects are going to be negative or whether positive effects occur in Europe alone.

The perspective applied in this study is driven from a technological and economic point of view. Societies invest in energy-efficiency products in Europe in order to meet the goals of a low-carbon society. It is recommended to validate these and similar findings by applying a more transdisciplinary approach which also takes into account the needs of future societies or the cultural drivers of transformation (e.g., as shown by [62]).
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